Baby Shark, Mommy Shark, Daddy Shark
May 1, 2020

APPROVED YARNS:
Baby Shark, Yellow: CSS Super Duper Yellow or Lemonade, RHS Lemon (beanie) and Sunshine (nose),
Daddy Shark, Blue: CSS Cobalt Blue, RHS Royal Blue (beanie) Royal Blue (nose)
Mommy Shark, Pink: CSS Watermelon, RHS Very Pink (beanie), Neon Pink (nose)
If you’re unable to find the nose colors, then Red Heart Soft in Charcoal or any light to medium gray color
is an acceptable alternative.
Gums, teeth and eyes: CSS White, Black and Autumn Red, RHS White, Black, Really Red
STITCH GUIDE:
SL
Slip Stitch
SC
Single Crochet

HDC
DC

Half Double Crochet
Double Crochet

HOOK: G or H (Same size that is used for your approved MYP beanies)

Use our Magic Yarn beanie pattern crocheted in one of the beanie colors listed above and add the
parts below.
Gums (Autumn Red):
Fold the beanie flat with the opening facing away from you and the end stitch on your right. Count five
stitches left from the center as it faces you (9 if you have a 72-stitch beanie) and SL the red yarn in the back
loop of this single crochet stitch. Working all stitches in the back loop of the row: 1SC, 1HDC, 18DC,
1HDC, 1SC, SL. Fasten off.
Teeth (White):
Going back to where you started the red yarn, insert the white yarn with a SL ST in the front loop of the
same SC stitch that you work the red into. Working in the front loop only 1SC, *CH4, 1SC in second CH
from hook, 1HDC in next CH, 1DC in next CH, skip 3 stitches, 1SC in next stitch* repeat 4 times (5 teeth).
SL in next stich and fasten off leaving a 12-inch tail. Weave the tail back through, picking up the gaps in
the teeth and securing them to the gum line.
Right eye:
With black yarn 8HDC in a magic circle, 2HDC in each of the beginning 8HDC (16), SL to beginning stitch
of the round and fasten off leaving a long tail to sew eye to beanie. SL white yarn in first stitch of last
round of black, 1SC in same stitch, 8HDC, 1SC, SL, fasten off with a short tail. Thread the white tail into a
needle and make stitch in the upper left of black eye, secure and fasten off.
Left eye:
With black yarn 8HDC in a magic circle, 2HDC in each of the beginning 8HDC (16), SL to beginning stitch
of the round and fasten off leaving a long tail to sew eye to beanie. Skip 8 stitches from where black
ended and SL white yarn into the 9th stitch, 1SC in same stitch, 8HDC, 1SC, SL, fasten off with a short tail.
Thread the white tail into a needle and make a stitch in the upper left of black eye, secure and fasten off.
Eyes are placed with the white outer ridges to the outside in line with the start of the teeth.

Nose:
Ch4, starting in second stitch from hook 1HDC, 1SC, SL, fasten off leaving enough yarn to sew to beanie
between eyes with oval pointing down on an angle.
Fin:
Use the fin pattern from this free pattern found here: http://www.1dogwoof.com/crochet-shark

